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No. 3: Tender is the Night
When a Master or Mistress has the pleasures of a willing submissive to distract them through
the moonlit hours, the air becomes fused with erotic anticipation. Steve DT explores these
delights and tastes, that contain the essence of eroticism; be it the uncertainty, vulnerability,
sensual sensations, a voyage of discovery, passion, joy or all of the above.
In these photos the Master/Mistress is nearly always just out of shot, and their sexual servant
is its focus, as they await further attention and instructions. The freedom in relinquishing
their own liberty is both daunting and seductive, and the line between pleasure and pain
becomes a blur.
ISBN: 978-0-9559652-7-2
30 pages, 33 bw/colour photographs
Tender is the Night is available as a pdf ebook direct from Lulu.com, and the url is
http://www.lulu.com/shop/steve-dt/tender-is-the-night/ebook/product-20454032.html

for the princely sum of $4.00 each. It is No.3 in the series entitled Four Dollar Pearl.
The Four Dollar Pearl series was inspired by the pioneering independent publications that were
active below the public surface of Victorian morality. Most notably The Pearl, a leading erotic
magazine of its day, published in London in July 1897. During its brief existence of eighteen
months, the magazine feasted on short stories, poetry and had serialised several novels, of
which all were celebrations of sensual pleasures, wanton delights and the pursuit of lovemaking
in all its myriad forms.
PAST NOTES:
Publications: Personals: desires in print (2008). The Erotic Photographer of the Year Book 2008
& 2009. Jade magazine (2007-08). Rapture: lost in embrace (FDP No.1) 2010, Dreams of Venus
(FDP No.2) 2010.
Exhibitions; Fetichegrams* (the abstract manipulation of sex toys), The Nude Laid Bare*, Sex
Show: penetrating the sex industry and Titillate*. – [*solo shows]
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